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It was this lack of uniformity in the law, caused not only by differences 
of opinion as to the substance of the law but also by considerations of where 
halakhic authorities were born and studied, that motivated Maharshal to 
undertake the composition of a book of halakhot, which he called Yam Shel 
Shelomo [The Sea of Solomon], and which in scope and size is one of the 
largest books of halakhot ever written. Maharshal described his methodol
ogy as follows: 60 

I decided to follow the course of. wisdom and search out the roots of every 
subject, and, "by the Temple service" [this is a form of oaQl], I sometimes 
had to sEend an entire week ra£_king my brains until I discovered the root of 
a matter. Only then did I write it in the book. The following is my_method~ 
~~lude all the opinions~arly~-~l}t!,rme~!.et. ~_nd. ~~~~~fk:r:§, ~-~ 
and customs, law by law, authors of!~~ ,l!ri!~rs of t;Ristle~.I?], £2.!1~~
tions and anthologie~~~.~t w.ill be_'!~Law~qkll~ 
~s author's laws and rulings have. ~e~~-~tteQ,~£~~Q!Y.!!W&g_; 
ination and doubtful proofs. If he had s~ th~ ~2~2r.Ql£~122.~I.!L2l 
such-and-such a rabbi, he would never tJ.aye da~d to disagree aQ9. woulq 
most certainly h'!fe chiillge,g,pj.s mind." 

Maharshal was not the first to set forth the various opinions on each 
legal issue; his independent spirit and originality manifested themselves in 
the manner in which he decided between the variant opinions. He showed 
no favor even to the greatest halakhic authorities; he investigated and ex
amined every subject and decided solely according to his own conclusions 
based upon the Talmudic sources: 

I was therefore unyielding and said about th~:ffi [the authoriti~s Q.e 9!~91: 
"They are all superior ,beings, but they will.he examLnW.~~lms. 

82:6-?1. Therefore'.. ! .. 2!.1.!!~t r~!Y. on. al}l: sin:a!e, ?.1Lth£.r.~!?.2Xt~,£i?.Jls~~ 
~e~.!!!2:l~h"~h.?.~':'SE .. ~l~<!~~. t!lei!W!!.2!24ghb~J£.~g~at ditferences 
in quality between them; for, in any event, it is the Talmud that is determi-

n,ative and supplies _the. proofs t2._ h~~~~fY, '!!!- ?.£i!llo.!l·. 9.~..S~~?.~~..!l.!!.~P:ti.I..2!' 
will _§t~J!LIJe J~q,l,rul~ CQ,.gect.~l:j, by! I}.Q,!.fQL.t$..tlght[<?~~- .. 

Conseque.!!tlli_L c;lq,s#.Y.~.~.'lW.l!.~i!!!.<!.i!!Xs.ti~~~~:.;.,g.Q9..,.Q,y~r aga,iu, 
every -~~!!!~~2.1J!;~~!,-~!£!~,!2B:t-~1Jh.J~E~91,S!Q.0.,.,9!l.d.~~~"(..cm,!Llitt:lt:~~k.ep;), 
often <;~.U!!!!!KJYJ!h 111~ coJkague.s,_an~spedally...my .. .sludents~Xhe...reader."" 
will find in this book the origin of the law with clear proofs and _yyill surely 
r:_ealize and understand that I did not neglect to study any author before I 
r_:~ached my conclusion. 61 

60. Yam She/ Shelomo, I:Iullin, First Introduction. The same passage in a somewhat 
briefer form appears in Yam She/ Shelomo, Bava Kamma, Introduction. 

61. See also the passage preceding that quoted in the text: 
I was not partial to any of them .... Since God has favored me and I have everything 
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which followed a majority of the three great codifiers (Alfasi, Maimonides, 
and Asheri)-a point that is addressed again below. Maharshal's method
ology also differed from that of Rema, his contemporary and fellow coun
tryman. Maharshal did not apply to the post-Talmudic period the rule that 
"the law is in accordance with the views of the later authorities"; his pur
pose in citing the opinions of prior authorities was not to rule according to 
the latest one, as did Rema, but to ensure that no one would be able to 
claim that he (Maharshal) was unaware of a particular opinion and that if 
he had known it, he would have followed it. 

Using this method, Maharshal-composed Yam Shel Shelomo on six trac
tates of the Talmud: Bava Kamma, Bezah, Gittin, Yevamot, Kiddushin, and 
Ketubbot. 63 His organization, unlike that of the Mishneh Torah and the Turim, 
was not topical, but followed the sequence of the Talmud. He adduced all 
the relevant material on each subject and determined the law according to 
his understanding of the Talmudic discussion. His treatment of each Talmud 
chapter is divided into sections (simanim), each preceded by a brief sum
mary. Alth.ough the arrangement of the material according to the Talm11dic 
sequence makes it extremely difficult to find any particular subject in the 
book, 64 he chose it to emphasize his reliance on the Talmud. 

When Maharshal reached Tractate lfullin, he realized that if he contin
ued with his method he would never succeed in completing his work on all 
the Talmudic tractates, and that no reader could assimilate the huge 
amount of material the work would contain. 65 He therefore decided to nar-

63. Only four chapters of Yam She! Shelomo to Ketubbot have been printed. See the 
apology of the printer following these chapters. See also infra n. 6 7. 

64. In order to locate a particular law in Yam She! Shelomo, one must first know where 
the law is dealt with in the Talmud. Even then, it is· not always initially obvious which 
Talmudic passage was selected as the locus of discussion of a particular subject. For example, 
Yam She! Shelomo, Bava Kamma, ch. 8, #59, apropos of the discussion in the Talmud as to 
whether a person may intentionally wound himself, discusses at length the question 
whether a person may commit suicide rather than submit to forced apostasy. This is really a 
question of the law of martyrdom, which in the Turim is discussed in YD ch. 157 (and is 
also referred to in Bedek ha-Bayit, ad foe.). Similarly, Yam She! Shelomo, I:Iullin, ch. 8, #14-
42, discusses the laws of ritual washing of hands, which is treated in Tur OI:I chs. 158 et seq. 
In some tractates-Be?"ah, Yevamot, and If ullin-there is an index of the laws, but neverthe
less it is difficult and tedious to locate laws in Yam She! Shelomo. 

65. As to this, Maharshal wrote (Yam She! Shelomo, lfullin, Second Introduction): 
And now I am not ashamed to admit !~t I ha2_ ~ot re~!!Y. .!!!Jderstood ~!!~ !h~t wiss 
man [Kiyg_ Solom~en~~ . .'.I2.the m~k,_i~,g,gf bo_<2ks th~s_ is n.sL en<r' 
[Eg;jr.siast~~l. H~ warniqg is }?lain. He was reproving those authors who wa~!.. 
to ~2!Y.~a!! :prpb!~ms concim!Y!!x..£~E~.2!.~~?. .. ~2rate ero~eg t<!~e their 
opinions as immegnable as a wall of iron. It is indeed endless, and e~austing gs welll 
[This is true] espt;,c!51J!Y:jg~ an persQI1.!!~S!l.!:Y.ho felt. constraiJled to uote all the 
opjnjons so that the commentary I wrote lo Tractate Bava Kamma alone is as long as 
a whole book of one of the other authors. Then I started my commentary to Tractate 
Yevamot, and in two years I completed only one-half of the tractate. It took an entire 
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row its scope by discussing a subject in detail only where there was a par
ticular need, such as when "confusion had developed concerning the mat
ter." However, his methodology for determining the law did not change: he 
continued to rule on the basis of proofs from the Talmud, except that he 
was now content with on)y "a brief [exposition of the] proof. "66 

Mter Maharshal had decided to narrow the scope of the rest of his 
work-he had intended to cover all the tractates of the Talmud, even those 
in the Orders of Kodashim and Tohorot, although their laws had not been 
applicable since the time of the Second Temple67-a copy of Caro's Bet Yosef 
reached him. Maharshal's opinion of Bet Yosef was that in regard to scope, 
it "left virtually no room for significant improvement, "68 but that its con-
tents and methodology were deficient in three respects. 

First, Caro "had made compromises in his rulings subjectively and ar
bitrarily [ mi-sevarat ha-keres, lit. "by gut reasoning"] mostly in matters of 
issur ... ; he made a compromise in regard to the three great authorities
Alfasi, Asheri, and Maimonides-by following any two of them when they 
agreed, and he paid no attention to all the other great authorities, as though 
he possessed the tradition from the days of the Elders. "69 

Thus, as already mentioned, Maharshal sharply opposed Caro's 
method of determining the law. Maharshal used the term "compromises" 
(pesharot, thenceforth adopted by many of Caro's opponents), because Caro 
did not seek out the truth by analytical study, but took the easy and perhaps 
more efficient way, notwithstanding that the conclusions to which it leads 
may be erroneous. Such "compromising," in Maharshal's words, was based 
on "gut reasoning"-an arbitrary numerical formula for determining the 
law according to any two of his "three pillars of instruction," leaving out of 
account "all the other great authorities." Maharshal also emphasized that 

year's labor to finish the first two chapters of Tractate Ketubbot and I worked on [Trac
tate Yevamot,] chapter "Mi~vat I_Iali~ah" for more than six months. I warned myself, 
"'You will surely wear yourself out' [Exodus 18: 18], and the reader as well. How long 
will you labor and be able to bear this great burden? lt is impossible to bear the bmden 
or to consummate tije uroject for eit!t .. ~2!J:.~2.Bi,asops.:., eit~r. th,ere will not be el!.~ugh 
time to complete t~~-~le ,yvor_k,.~.,C,il~~""£f.j~~J!1.~~J!~~.JY!!L.~~.2.1]~ 
~the eyes of the scholars wiM~l~~!:.oye[,l!r,_'!,n~.~.~~!~~!~l.l.l .. ~~~~o!!2..~!..~. 
qecause of its great length." 
66.Id. 
67. Id. In addition to the tractates listed supra, Yam She/ Shelomo, I:Iullin is also extant, 

making a total of only seven tractates. According to Maharshal's student, Eleazar Altshul 
(see the title page of Yam She/ Shelomo, Bava Kamma, ed. Prague, 1616), Maharshal com
pleted his commentary on sixteen tractates. 

68. Yam She/ Shelomo, I:Iullin, Second Introduction (near the end). This was the same 
reaction to Bet Yosef expressed by Rema in connection with his Darkhei Moshe. See supra p. 
1351. 

69. Yam She/ Shelomo, I:Iullin, Second Introduction (near the end). 
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not [be so presumptuous as to] stand in the place of great men."94 Since 
Jaffe's teachers had anticipated him in all that he had proposed to do in the 
field of Halakhah, he turned to writing books of Bible commentary, philos
ophy, Kabbalah, and astronomy. 95 

With the growing popularity of the Shul]Jan Arukh as well as Rema's 
glosses, Jaffe turned to the Levushim once again. He concluded that "the 
time has come for me' to return to my original project, because my teachers 
have yet left me room to make a significant contribution of my own."96 He 
felt that the two aspects of the Shul]Jan Arukh that he had originally planned 
to correct still required correction despite Rema's ·glosses. First, Jaffe be
lieved that Caro and Rema "had merely written chapter headings and cryp
tic rulings without any rationale, as though [all those laws] had been given 
to Moses at Sinai without any explanation. This [type of exposition] is ade
quate only for themselves and others of their [intellectual] stature."97 ,In 
Jaffe's opinion, this extreme brevity raised three concerns: 

They [Caro and Rema] have set their table with all kinds of delicacies, but 
the dishes are tasteless without salt. When the wise ~at them'-~<;b~ dish will 
haye the taSte that is familiar to them; but how will tasteless food withou..t 
salt taste to us. the poor [i.e .. the unlearned]? La~s cau no mote be setl,Q.nb 
without reasonin than food can be [served] without salt. Furthermore, 
when a law is accompanied by its rationale, it will be ~mbe~- mprs 
correctly . . . and we will also be able to analogize to it all similar futur~ 
cases.98 · 

Jaffe's first concern on account of the brevity of the Shul]Jan Arukh was 
that,. because a code is meant to be studied, it is extremely important that 
the rationale of each law be stated, so that the Halakhah will be more inter
esting and absorbing. Second, Jaffe believed, studying the underlying rea
sons as well as the laws themselves is essential to ensure that the laws will 
be fully understood. Third, Jaffe felt that it was necessary to provide the 
rationale of the laws in order to enable them to be used by way of analogy 
to solve new problems. 99 

94. Id. 
95. Id., p. 3, cols. 3-4. 
96. I d., p. 3, col. 4. 
97. Id. 
98. Id. 
99. See also id., p. 4. col. I: 
When I saw that the above-mentioned authorities, of blessed memory, put only the 
delicacies on their table but held back the salt (which must be sprinkled on each 
sacrificial offering, and which heats up the food and warms the man), and have con
cealed it under their tongues [see Job 20: 12] so that it is still hidden within them and 
others of their talents, I decided that the wool of my lamb will warm me and others 
like me from the outside. 
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The second aspect of the Shull]an Arukh with Rema's glosses that Jaffe 
felt still required correction was: 

They have left out of their ShuliJan Arukh many laws contained in Rabbenu 
Jacob's Turim and in Caro's longer work, Bet Yosef Perhaps this was because 
they considered them elementary, but I do not think that that is sufficient 
reason for omitting them. Certainly, if one reads their books [the ShuliJan 
Arukh and Rema's glosses] without reading the Turim or Bet Yosef, those 
[omitted] laws will in the course of time seem strange to him-he will be 
unfamiliar with them and will know nothing about them. 100 

Mordecai Jaffe therefore returned to his original plan of writing a book 
in accordance with the following guidelines: 

To write every law comprehensively and not to leave out anything that they 
[Caro and Rema] left out, and to complete [the laws], with the help of God, 
in all their details and with their reasons, as I had begun to do. 101 

Jaffe's examination of Caro's codificatory work also led him to the con
clusion that dividing the code into two separate books-one lengthy and 
exceedingly detailed (Bet Yosef), and the other overly terse and cryptic (the 
Shull]an Arukh)-prevents the code from achieving its purpose. It is bur
densome to use the detailed book and not helpful to use the shorter vol
ume. The correct approach to codification was the middle way: 

My book will be like th£.mean between two extrsii_!.~§: OQ.e .. e:ctr.~me is the 

great work of .m-..i.o~2.~2..m~!.l! ... ~~ll~JY.!9 .. t~ .. .2IL~~ 
and which is extremelx len,gthX: The other extreme is the Shulhan Arukh of 

U ( f . . • QPLQ.j§, iQ SE4h41L>- C bll i4(Ji_ ¢! I S I I L4l ~--~,1!11-IUIII Wi~YP ' :e Mill Zt *'-

the two aforementioned ~~!.~I.:~~~~~giepqryJ..<;:<!~g. ?P.QJ~ .. ~ma J, which 
is ver brief. M book will take the middle_wa between tl1em: ~t will_e. lain 
at length where there is a need for expl~nation; and it will be brief when· 
~!_evity is appropriate, in order to make available to every reader a cgm:~e. 
statement of all the reasons for the laws. 102 

Jaffe stressed that his work, which was intended to facilitate the study 
and knowledge of the Halakhah, would be useful to two types of readers. 
For those proficient in the Halakhah and familiar with its sources, the book 
would lighten "the burden of examining [the sources] continuously," 103 

and for beginners the book would be of exceedingly great value: 

100. Sefer Levush Malkhut bi-Khelalo, Introduction, p. 3, col. 4. 
101. Id. 
102. Id. 
103. Id., p. 4, col. I: 
And you, my learned colleague, who can study the sources, do not complain against 
me, saying, "How have you benefited me?" I have greatly benefited you too ... for I 

-----., 
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errors in determining the law, thereby facilitating the analogical use of ex~ 
isting law to solve new problems; and (2) to offer a convenient and correct 
method for the study of the Halakhah. In his Introduction, Jaffe described 
himself as "a tailor" who had undertaken the task of "sewing"; 113 and, in
deed, he succeeded in sewing a splendid royal robe for the halakhic system. 
For each law, his work presents very briefly and succinctly the reason, the 
Biblical source, and several apposite Talmudic dicta; and it also cites and 
explains opposing views. 

Jaffe's work was widely distributed, even during his lifetime. As Jaffe 
himself wrote: 

!. received a letter that the scholars of Jerusalem (may it be speedily rebui!!., 
~f.Id re-established) join eagerly in regular study_9l_I.!!Y book, the Levushim.! 
~9:ch day after the IJlQrrp.,!lg seryi~h~P:~~,Uh~~,2gOgl}e,, .sq, th~ 
th~y_}Yj!l£~J~fl9i.lY6,copY.~rsant vy~tb. GQ.d's To2U. 114 

113. See id. (the beginning of the Introduction, "The tailor says ... "); see also Sefer 
Levush Malkhut bi·Khelalo, after the Introduction, for Jaffe's remarks concerning the glosses 
to Levush ha·Tekhelet and Levush ha·lfur (which originated in a treatise by Joseph ha-Lavan 
who inquired of Jaffe regarding it, see id.), which also begin with the formula "The tailor 
says .... "Jaffe goes on to refer to "the reason why I sewed these ten royal robes." 

ll4. This statement appears at the end of Levush ha·Tekhelet and Levush ha·lfur after 
the list of thirty-six customs. In a subsequent passage, Jaffe requested the various commu
nities to set up a daily class to study the Levushim after the morning prayers; and he con
cluded: "These are the words of the one who beseeches, firm in his love of those who study 
God's Torah and are God-fearing .... This day, Friday, the 33rd day of the Orner [5]369 
A.M." ( = 1609 c.E.; the date is given in the form of the numerical value of the Hebrew 
letters of the name Mordecai Jaffe). The statement appears in Levush Malkhut, ed. Prague, 
1609, which was published in the author's lifetime (as is indicated by the title page), but the 
statement was apparently omitted in all subsequent editions of the Levushim. The statement 
also appears in the Introduction to lfagurat Shemu 'el, a commentary on the Levushim by 
Samuel b. Azriel of Lenzberg, in the following form: 

When the Levushim was printed, the scholars of Jerusalem made of it, within the 
lifetime of the author, belts for their garments with which they strongly girded them
selves, joining together for regular study of his book the Levushim each day before they 
leave the synagogue, as the distinguished author himself wrote at the end of Levush 
ha·Tekhelet ve-ha·lfur. 

David b. Judah, in the Introduction to his book Migdal David, commented (ed. Prague, 1616, 
p. 2a/b): 

Many of those who study the Levushim determine the law ~P;.2,CCO,!~~nce xvtth t~~ 
conclusions of its eminent author be~use he states the rationale {for those conchl
sions]. I ha~ also freguernly heard manx attribute this .Qras,ti\,e J of followin.g_~ Le· 
vushim] to the fact that the all!hor of!!ltJ.ev~hfullLv,ed_M!:crr_q,lli_l!!.\;l..St~~. Ri!b\Jll2l,~ 
Caro, and Rabbi Moses Iss~rles [Rema], and since he i§.Jhe l(!ter.~uthority, his rulipg,s 
s.upers.edc t.b.ei x:s' 

David b. Judah went on to criticize the Levushim and asserted that the law should not follow 
Jaffe's rulings but those of Rema (see infra n. 161 for the full quotation). However, his com
ments provide additional important evidence of the great influence of the Levushim in his 
time (David b. Judah was an older contemporary of Isaiah Horowitz) and of the fact that 
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